April

#WHATSYOURARTCHALLENGE

SUN

MON

TUE

The world is but a canvas to our imagination.
- Henry David Thoreau

Work underwater.
Fill up a large bowl, vase, or old
fish tank with water and create
something inside of it.

5
Create something from candy/
chocolate today
(before you eat it!)
or the wrappers!!

12
Triangulate.
ONLY work with triangle shapes
today - or make a giant traingle
with a bunch of stuff.

19
Work with rocks available
near your home. Paint them,
decorate them, put postive
messages on them. Leave them
around your neighborhood for
people to find.

26

Turn today’s junk mail
into something much more
appealing.

6
Make a visual pun.
For example, a handbag made
out of hands.

13
Pick a piece of music you love
(or hate) and use it as your
inspiration for today’s piece.

20
Make something inspired from
your favorite TV show.

27

2020

THU

WED

The first step is the hardest,
What do you collect?
so start small today and make
Work with a collection of
something that fits in the palm objects you have in your home
of your hand using only the (or borrow from a sibling/parent
materials in your immediate
if you’d like)
environment.

1

2

Connect the dots.
Be a minimalist.
Make something that casts a
Make something only using shadow and document only the
Work only with white materials
today. Try working white on dots. The dots could be stippling
shadow.
from a pen, the circles cut from
white for a real challenge.
paper using a hole punch, or
even small, round price stickers.

7

Work with words.
Make an image with just words
or letters. You can cut them
from magazines, draw them
yourself or print out words on a
computer to work with.

14

Make a rubbing by placing
paper over rough objects/
surfaces and using a crayon,
charcoal, chalk or pencil to pick
up the detail.

21

Work with rocks available
near your home. Paint them,
decorate them, put postive
messages on them. Leave them
around your neighborhood for
people to find.

28

8

Use dry coffee beans, dry
or wet coffee grounds or
even liquid coffee to create
something.

15
Make something inspired by
your favorite movies.

22
What can you do with yarn,
string, ribbon or wire today?

29

9

FRI

SAT

Transform an old book into
something new by cutting,
folding, gluing, and so on.

Take a walk, then make
something using whatever
materials you find on your
journey. Leave it for someone
else to discover, but take a
picture first!

3

4

Write a ten-word
science fiction story.
Bonus: Illustrate it!

10

Work only with numbers today.
You could make an image with
numbers, make something into
number shapes, do something
involving a calculator, etc...

11

Flip to a random page in a book Make something new out of an
What’s your favorite animal?
at hand and make something old t-shirt. It doesn’t have to be Use it as your inspiration today.
inspired by the first sentence
wearable when it’s done.
you read.

16

17

Use fingerprints/thumbprints to
create an image or portrait.

Work only with black and white
(or with black and white items)

23
Use a favorite quote as
inspiration today!

30

24

18
Get Dirty.
Use dirt as your medium today.
Dirt mixed with water makes
great paint!! The more water
added the lighter the brown
color becomes..so created
many shades!

25

For more creative prompts
check out:
“365: A Daily Creativity Journal”
by Noah Scalin

